
Working Class Party, Working Class Program 
 

In their never-ending chase for profit, the corporations and banks are stealing 

the wealth the whole society needs. 
• In their greed, they destroy the riches our labor produces. They speculate with it, hoard it 

and squander it on luxuries for the wealthy classes. 

• They grab public money, stuffing their pockets with what we pay in taxes.  
 

We must take back the wealth the capitalist class has stolen from our labor – it 

could be used to provide a job for everyone who wants to work. 
• Use profits accumulated by the companies to maintain full-time jobs. 

• Slow down the pace of work and shorten the hours of work, with no loss in pay for anyone.  

• These measures would make work reasonable and produce the jobs needed.   
 

We must put our hands on the wealth the capitalist class steals from what we 

produce – it could provide a comfortable standard of living for all of us. 
• We do the work – we should have the benefit of it in decent wages, pensions, Social 

Security and disability benefits. 

• Our incomes should be directly tied to prices. When prices go up, our income could go up 

an equivalent amount – and immediately. 
 

We must take the tax money given away to the capitalist class – it could pay for 

public services the population needs and the schools all children need. 
• Take the money the government now lavishes on corporations and banks – use it to create 

the jobs necessary in a civilized society. 

• Hire more teachers, firemen, emergency service workers, sanitation workers, construction 

& maintenance, trash collectors, bus drivers & mechanics. 

• Take the money the government wastes on wars and prisons – use it for schools that would 

give every child a chance to develop fully. 
 

We need to fix it. No one else will do it for us! 
There will be no recovery for ordinary people until the working class puts its 

hands on the wealth the capitalists steal every day from the work that we do. 
• The corporations and banks won’t fix things for us. They created the problem. 

• Democrats and Republicans are part of the problem.   
 

We are the ones who can fix this world – if we stand together and fight. 
• Some say, no one’s fighting. Maybe. But working people will fight back.  

• When we do, we must fight to make the bosses pay for the crisis they created. 
 

We need all our forces to fight! 
The racism spewed by our enemies – whether from Wall Street or corporate 

offices or the White House – is an attempt to divide us, to weaken us as a class.  
• The working class has long known, “an injury to one is an injury to all.” 

• We have the power to change the whole world – when we stand together: black and white, 

immigrant and native-born, women and men, old and young. 
 

We can’t change the situation with an election. But we can use this election to 

make the voices of working people heard. Vote Working Class Party Nov. 6. 


